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WIND EFFECT ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF VELOCITY AND TEMPERATURE IN STRATIFIED

EHCLOSED SYSTEMS

1 General

1.1 Terms of reference

This literature survey was performed within the framework of a bas ie research

program (TOW), executed by Rijkswaterstaat, Direktie Waterhuishouding en

Waterbeweging (Ministry of Public Works, Directorate of Water Management),

the Delft Hydraulics Laboratory.and other institutes.

The survey has been performed by dr. G.A.L. Delvigne (DHL) who also wrote

the report.

1.2 Introduction

In this literature review the various aspects of wind influence on shallow

stratified lakes and seas are presented. An attempt is made at summarizing

the present knowledge on each of these aspects,and to indicate their inter-

relationship.

Even when restricting the review to shallow basins, the scope is very wide

indeed. Since the attempt by Hutchinson p957] to give a concise presentation

of the existing literature, the attention has shifted considerably towards the

mathematical solution of the pertaining hydrodynamical equations. For this

reason a separate review has been performed by DHL [j976a] on the existing

mathematical models, describing horizontal and vertical motions in shallow

basins. The general conclusion of DHL Jj976aJ is that in the raajority of cases

a validation of the numerical models is lacking, which means that more proto-

type data will be necessary to evaluate the applicability of these models to

engineering problems.

The present report deals rather with the physical description of the phenomena

occurring when wind blows over a stratified basin,

1.3 Scope and outline

The purpose of this literature study is the indication and description of

phenomena important to the temperature and current velocity field of a basin
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exposed to wind. The most general situation deals with:

- three-dimensional time-dependent circulations

- wind stress on the water surface

- stratification caused by an inhomogeneous density field (temperature, sali-

nity)

- complicated coastal and bottom configuration.

Mostly attention will be paid to enclosed systeras with restricted horizontal

and vertical dimensions. Then, generally, the coastal and bottora influences

are important.

In Chapter 2 the several phenomena caused by wind on a water system will be

treated shortly. A more extended treatment will be given in the Chapters 4,

5 and 6.

Chapter 3 deals with the exchange processes of air and water (exchange of

momentum, temperature and humidity) as well as with the exchange processes

between several layers of,a stratified system (exchange of momentum, tempera-

ture and concentration).
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2 Wind-^enerated phenomena

As the wind blows over a water surface, the interaction of the wind and water

consists of a shear stress at the surface and sometimes a normal pressure

component on a wavy surface. Moreover, internal friction exists in the air

flow as well as in the water flow, completed by the friction between water

and bottom and walls.

These various shear stresses and pressures cause various physical phenomena,

generated by the wind-water interaction. Some of these phenomena have already

been treated in DHL []974a] dealing with the influence of wind on the vertical

velocity profile in homogeneous water flows. The phenomena are:

Figure 1 shows the wind velocity and the water velocity to be the same at the

very water surface. Generally this velocity is much smaller as compared to

the velocity at some meters over the surface. The wind velocity profile near

the water surface is generally estitnated to be of a logarithmic shape. The

current velocity at the water surface is of the order of 3 percent of the

wind velocity at an altitude of 10 tn (see DHL [l974a]).

In an originally stagnant water system the wind causes a surface current

velocity u by shear stress, indicated in Figure 1 by the shear stress T .s s

The internal shear stress in the water gives rise to a vertical velocity

profile, mostly supposed to be a logarithmic shape near the water surface

(boundary layer).

For an unstratified system in an enclosed, two-dimensional basin the surface

flow causes a bottom return flow. The total vertical velocity profile is

shown schematically in Figure 1. The exact shape depends among other factors

on the bottom shear stress T,, the surface shear stress T and the turbulence

of the flow.

For a stratified system consisting of several, more of less homogeneous,

layers the whole of flows and counter flows is much more complicated. More-

over, homogeneous flows as well as stratified flows generally are three-

dimensional, sometimes resulting in an obvious horizontal shift of flow and

counter flow.
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c_t_Surf ace_waves

In field circumstances a wind velocity U > 1 m/s (and U > 3 m/s for labora-
w w

tory tests) causes slowly moving ripples on the water surface, with typical

wave lengths of some centimeters and amplitudes of some millimeters. The wind

ripples grow and disappear quickly with the rise and fall of the wind. Much

slower the gravity waves grow by wind influence. Figure 2 shows a surface with

only wind ripples and a surface with gravity waves and superimposed ripples.

On a wavy surface the wind-water interaction consists of a shear stress and

a norntal pressure gradiënt, but on a smooth surface only the shear stress is

important to the energy transfer. In the presence of waves there is much more

energy transfer £rom the wind to the water surface. However, it turns out

that the surface velocity u does not change very much with the existence of
s

waves but the effect of surface waves is a deepening of the rapid flowing

surface layer.
d._Wind set-ug

In an enclosed (or partly enclosed) basin the wind causes a leveling-down of

the water surface by shear stress. For the simple two-dimensional case the

effect of the wind is shown schematically in Figure 3a. The wind set-up is

the direct mechanism generating the counter flow at the bottom of a homoge-

neous water system. Whether the exact shape of the water surface is convex,

concave, linear, or about linear depends on the wind velocity, and on the

length and depth of the water system.

e. Vertical_mixing in stratified_ay_stem

It' has been shown experimentally that an originally continuously stratified

system will have a well-mixed upper layer under the influence of wind. The

reason is a sharply increasing vertical diffüsion by surface currents and

surface waves. The position of the interface between well-mixed upper layer

and stratified lower layer depends on the wind velocity and on some other

effects (see Section 5.3 and 5.4).

In an enclosed system the return flow occurs in the upper layer near the

interface. Of cource, the shear stress generates a flow in the same direction

just below the interface. One can imagine that, this way, the wind changes a

(continuously) stratified system into a system of homogeneous layers separated

by sharp interfaces. Figure 3b shows a scheme of the flow system.
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f. Horizontal currents

As already mentioned the wind set-up is dependent on the length and depth of

the basin. In case of an inhomogeneous length and depth profile the differ-

ences in set-up on one horizontal line perpendicular to the wind direction

cause horizontal currents. Also the internal shear stress shifts the system

of flow and counter flow, causing horizontal velocity gradients. Figure 4

shows a rectangular basin with parabolic depth profile. Flow and counter flow

are shifted horizontally, producing two surface circulations in opposite

directions.

An inhomogeneous wind velocity (for instance by partly shielding) may also

cause an inhomogeneous horizontal velocity field, of course.

Generally the air and water temperatures are different. The heat exchange,

either by convection or radiation, is enhanced at increasing wind velocity.

Quick mixing of the upper water layer and lower wind layer keeps the air-

water temperature difference as large as possible. Moreover, the wind main-

tains the relative humidity at less than 100 procent near the water surface.

Then, by evaporation, a stnall temperature difference is maintained between

the air and water.

h_._Seiches

In an enclosed system periodic movements of the water surface can occur due

to the sudden disappearance of external forces. Such periodic movements of

the water surface are called seiches (or internal seiches on the interface).

Wind can cause a seiche when it falls down quickly. The non-supported

levelling-down of the water surface is the origin of the seiche. Seiches in

lakes have been studied very intensively during the last quarter of the nine-

teenth century and the first few decades of this century (see Hutchinson

[1957]).

i^ Other windeffects

More special wind effects can occur by conjunction of wind force and for in-

stance the Coriolis force, or conjunction of wind drift and wavea, Such

special effects are Keivin waves, Poincarë waves, Langmuir circulations,

coastal jets, up and down welling, and others. Mostly, these effects have

importance only to the local flow field. Sometimes, the influence of the
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secundary phenomena on the large scale circulations is taken into account

indirectly: for instance, the mixing of the sraall Langmuir circulations en-

larges the horizontal and vertical diffusion coefficients.
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3 Exchange processes

3.1 Exchange across the air-water interface

In the air-water interaction one distinguishes the exchange of momentum and

heat. The huraidity exchange is less important to the scope of this report.

In all cases wind plays an important role.

The exchange processes cannot always be treated separately. For instance,

the formation of the thermocline is the result of the input in the water

system of heat and momentum.
The exchange of momentum and heat is described with the parameters Uw and AT.

U is the mean wind velocity, mostly at the reference height of 10 m above

the water surface. AT is the air-water temperature difference. It holds (see

for instance Pond [l973]):

! M -ÏPwï-= c,/ (3.1)
pa D w

W^C^AT (3.2)

where

C drag coëfficiënt or wind stress coëfficiënt

C„ Stanton nuraber

T shear stress at the air-water interface
o
Q sensible heat flux
's
p air density

c specific heat at constant pressure

T temperature

U',W' turbulent velocity fluctuations in directions x and z (with wind direc-

tion parallel to x, and z in vertical direction)

The covariances Ü'W' and W'T (with 'w'T'" = W^f) are called Reynolds f luxes.

One method to determine the values of CD and C^ is to measure the covariances

directly (see Pond {J973] for references to several measurements). Moreover,

C and C can be determined from profile measurements of U and T. According

to Monin-Obukhov's similarity theory these vertical profiles are similar in a

non-stratified boundary layer:
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9U
w

U
KZ (3.3)

The friction velocity U depends on the turbulent fluctuations U' and W' and
w *

the shear stress T by definition;

(3.4)

ST,Integration of Equation (3.3) (and similar equation for •%—) results

m:

U
U -
w In

o.a
(3.5)

where z = O at the niean water surface. The integration constant z is called
o,a

the roughness height and indicates the virtual origin of the logarithmic velocity
profile. (z is of the order of 10 m.) Equation (3.5) holds for z S z

o,a o ,a
For non-stratified systems according to Equation (3,1) and (3.5):

2
K

In
o.a

(3.6)

and C., = C„ (similarity).

Recent measurements show:

CQ (z = 10 m) - 1,5 K 1O"
3 (± 10 to 20%)

for wind velocities U ^15 m/s and open sea conditions,

The experiments have been tabulated by Pond Q973].

Five experiments by several authors (see Pond [J973]) induce:

1.5 H 10~3 (+ 0.5 H 10"3)

Some remarks on C and C_,

- If Cn and C_ are really independent of U then Equations (3.1) and (3.2)

show the momentutn transport to be proportional to U while the heat ex-

change is only proportional to U . Moreover, in the long run the latter

exchange is reduced by decreasing AT.

- It is not quite certain that C is independent of U . A lot of experiments
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have been carried out to find the T - U relation with the result of p not
w

always being equal 2 in T ^ Up. (See DHL Fl974al .)
OW i_ j

- Surely C and the surface roughness z are dependent on the fetch. In case

of a short fetch the boundary layer (with the logarithmic velocity profile)

is not fully developed.

Some remarks on x and X
M o _s

- The momentum exchange is not always locally. In open sea systems a large

portion of the total momentum builds up the wave field (with wind ripples

and gravity waves, see Figure 2) with a momentum exchange to the currents

later on. Then one can imaeine the total momentum flux Tn (with x p U )
d f o o a w*

consists of the shear stress momentum x (with x = = pu ) and the wave
s s r s*

momentum x :
w

X = X + T
O S W

with T ~ 0.2 x for field circumstances (Dobson fl97]~|). In the laboratory
s o *~

Wu |j975c] suggests T = ar with a = 0.2 to 0.7.

In case of an upper layer well-mixed by turbulence generated in the upper

layer this bipartition may be important. As well as breaking waves as shear

velocity generate turbulent eddies in the upper layer both with energy

dissipation rates. These dissipation rates depend on the velocity scale and

on the scale of the generated eddies (see Tucker and Green JJ977]).

- The generation of energy depends on the fetch and therefore on the dimen-

sions of the water system.

- At a smooth air-water interface the tangential shear stresses are equal on

both sides:

T = T
O S

3.2 Mixing in stratified system

This section deals with some characteristics of a stratified system, espe-

cially with the view on the stability of a stratified flow. By stability is

to be understood the reduced ability of vertical mixing in comparison to an
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hotnogeneous system.

Many lakes and seas are stably stratified, density increasing downwards.

In lakes the stratification is caused fay temperature differences, and in

seas by temperature and salinity differences.

Richardson numbers Ri, Ri
o

Some characteristics of the stratification can be expressed by the Richardson

number Ri:

ÜÊ.
Ri = ~ (3.7)

Stratification has a decreasing effect on vertical turbulent diffusion. Munk

and Anderson [1948] gave semi-empirical relations for the vertical diffusion

coefficients for momentum (e ) and mass (e ) in comparison with a homogeneous

system ( e ^ ^ and e ^ ) ;

—£-- (1 + ~Ri) ' (3.8)
z,N

i ) " 1 / 2

£
u,z,N

= (1 + 10 R i ) " 1 / 2 (3.9)

Some other relations between the vertical diffusion coefficients and Ri cir-

culate (see DHL [l974c]. The Munk-Anderson relation seems to agree with mea-

surements (on non-tidal systems) on a large Ri-range, but the experimental

data are widely scattered.

Often, the Ri-field is inhomogeneous and time-dependent. Lacking knowledge

of the local Ri-value is the reason to introducé the overall Richardson number

Ri :

with Ap, Au and a depth h being some characteristic parameters of the strati-

fied flow. In case of a two-layer flow with two homogeneous layers the values
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of Ap and Au are evident, and for a two-layer system with only one flowing

layer h is the depth of that flowing layer.

ï-!:if fusion

The vertical density transport T is given by:
z

(3.10

raeaning the transport by turbulent diffusion across a unit surface. e and

3p/9z are the local values at that surface, The density transport velocity

is given by:

and with Equations (3.8) and (3.11)

v -3/2in
(1 + Iü Ri) (3.13)

The suppressing of turbulent eddies in a stratified system influences the

vertical velocity profile. Because of the mixing ability of turbulent eddies

a weakly stratified area generally has a smaller vertical gradiënt as com-

pared to a strongly stratified region. Sure enough, measurements below the

thermocline in lakes and seas often show the combination of small vertical

velocity gradiënt with a weak stratification, and a large velocity gradiënt

with a large density gradiënt. (See for instance Kullenberg et al. Q974]).

Entrainment

Consider a two-layer flow woth an interfacial region with a large density

gradiënt and a large velocity gradiënt. For local Richardson nutnber smaller

than 0.25 instabilities occur by breaking internal waves pushing parcels of

water from one layer into the other. The interface is sharpened again by the

buoyancy effects, as well as by turbulent mixing. The buoyancy effect may push

back a parcel of water to the interface. By the mixing ability of adjacent

turbulent regions in the layers with weak stratification a parcel of water

may be mixed into that layer. By the latter effect mass exchange takes place

across the interface while keeping the interface sharp. This process is called
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entrainment. It can be easily shown that the most exchange takes place from a

weakly turbulent layer to a highly turbulent layer, with decreasing density

difference between the layers, and an interface moving upwards or downwards

according to the exchange residue. In case of one stagnant layer entrainment

takes place only by the flowing layer.

Laboratory experiments on entraimment have been carried out by e.g. Kato and

Phillips [1969], Turner [1972], Linden [l975] and Kantha, Phillips and Azad

[1977]. The water system always consists of one stagnant layer, the other

layer being stirred by a grid (Turner, Linden) or a surface stress was applied

by a moving screen at the surface (Kato, Kantha).

A few years ago the relation

we ^ Ri"
1 (3.14)

was considered the most fundamental proportionality of the entrainment veloc-

ity w and the stratification parameter Ri (see DHL £l974cTj). However,

especially the survey of Kantha et al. Jj977] concludes to the relation

we = f(RiQ) (3.15)

with the proportionality (3.14) applies the measurements for small values of

Ri (90 < Ri < 400 with u instead of Au in Eq. (3.10)).
o o s*

Kullenberg et al carried out prototype experiments to determine the vertical

diffusion coëfficiënt. In the upper 20 m (over the thermocline) of open seas,

coastal seas and fjords the empirical expression (Kullenberg JJ971]):

e N2 = 8.10"8 U2 |~| (U > 4 to 5 m/s)
2 w '3z' w

relates the vertical diffusion coëfficiënt e to the wind velocity U and the

stratification parameter N:

To relate e to the fluctuation velocities in the water system, Kullenberg et
z

al Tl973, 1974} measured the shear-generated turbulent diffusion in stratified

lakes some meters below the water surface. Measurements in Lake Ontario gave
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ezN
2 41 10"84.1 K 10"8 (u'2 + v'2) ||J|

-7 2 -10 2 3
(measured on the range 10 > e N > 10 m /s ) with u' and v' the turbulent

fluctuations of the current velocities In directions x and y. In the considered

weak wind circumstances the values of e lie between the values 1 and 4 K 10

m /s.

Horizontal diffusion-coefficients are some orders of magnitude larger than

the vertical coefficients, but are still dependent on the dimensions of the

diffusing system. Measurements in Lake Ontario indicate horizontal coefficients

in the eilintnion (over the thermocline) to be 1 or 2 orders of magnitude larger

than in the hypolimnion (below the thermocline).
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4 Influence of wind on water surface

Some significant phenomena due to wind force acting on the very water surf ace are:

- shear stress x and T at the air-water interface
s o

- wind drift velocity U at the water surface
s

- surface wind waves and wind ribs.

Moreover, on the whole water system the influence of wind causesi

- vertical wind drift velocity profile

- horizontal and vertical wind drift circulations in enclosed water basins

- wind set-up in water basins

- influence on the stratification: mixing of upper layer, equilibriutn posi-

tion of thermocline, set~up of therraocline

- seiches and internal seiches

- some other effects, due to combined action of wind force and other forces.

4.1 Wind velocity profile U (z) over the water surface

The wind-water momentum exchange is dependent on the wind velocity U . Ex-
w

perimentally U is measured above the zone of disturbance due to water waves

but within a certain boundary layer. Then»knowledge of the vertical wind ve-

locity profile is necessary for the U (z) - T relation.

Non-stratified air flow

For a non-stratified air flow the boundary layer adjacent to the water

surface has a logarithmic vertical velocity profile:

o,a

where K= 0.4 is Von KSrman's constant. In open water systeius Equation (4.1)

agrees up to a height of the order of 100 m (Bouwmeester [j973]).

The definitions of the wind shear velocity is:

V r,u ^ T
Pa

Another description of U is:
^ w*
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defining a mixing length 1. According to Prandtl raixing length theory 1 can

be written as 1 = <z.

The measuring of the roughness height z has already been indicated in
o f a

Section 3.1. From empirical evidence Charnock [j955] and Wu Q967b] related
z and U by
o.a w#

s
~ ^ = a - 0.0156 (4.4)
u

However, other experiraents show a to be not constant (see DHL [j974a]).

Recent measurements of Shaw and Lee jj976] indicate a sharply decreasing value

of a (down to a ̂  0.001) for small. fetches.

Stratified_air_flow

For a stably stratified air flow the wind velocity profile is described by

adding a linear terra to Equation (4.1):

U ( z - z
TT W *

w K ) z *a L
( o,a s

resulting in the "log linear" velocity profile. The Monin-Obukhov stability

length L is related to density and velocity fluctuations. For stably strati
s

fied "air flows the logarithmic velocity profile agrees with heights of up to

a few nieters over the water surf ace (Monin p972], Marciano and Harbeck

4.2 Roughness height z „
o?a

As mentioned before the roughness height z indicates the virtual origin of
Q j £L

the logarithmic profile a small distance over the water surface. The loga-

rithmic profile over a smooth» fixed surface is given by:

U
u --£ii
w,sm K

Experimentally C is fixed on 4.9.

Measurements on a rough sea surface give
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u - u
" n

 W > S m < O (4.6)
w#

with the exact value dependent on U , In this region Charnock's relation

(4.4) holds good.

In case of a smooth water surface and weak winds some investigators found a

positive value of the reduced wind velocity difference, mentioned in (4.6).

Csanady [1974] explains this effect by a contaminated water surface. Then

local differences in surface tension absorb energy from the lower air layer.

The consequence is a boundary layer thicker as compared to a smooth fixed

surface.Then the water surface is "super smooth".

4.3 Shear stress x at water surface
o

The wind-induced shear stress at the water surface is expressed by:

To " Ww ( z> <4'7>

where U (z) the wind velocity at reference height z. Many investigators (see

DHL [l974a]) derived empirical values of p and CL with p equals mostly about

2. The empirical CL-values are scattered widely.

Wu |_1970j compiled the field (ocean) raeasurements by:

Cn(z - 10 m) = 0.5 x 10~
3 u'^2(10) for 1 < U (10) < 15 m/s

D W W

CL(z - 10 m) = 2.6 H 10~3 for U (10) > 15 m/s
D w

(4.8)

_3
(The discontinuity at U (10) = 15 m/s (C^ = 1.9 -+ 2.6 H 10 ) is equal to the

(accidental?) discontinuity of the averaged measurements.)

Wu £l970^ argued the scatter of C -values and especially the discrepancy

between field- and laboratory measurements to be caused by the reference

height of wind measurements, generally being fixed on z = 10 m for field

experiments and z - 0.1 m for laboratory experiments. Scaling up the reference

height with the wind velocity according to a constant value of the Froude

number:

(4.9)

the discrepancy disappears.
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4.4 Wind-driven surface velocity u

The wind drift velocity ug is dependent on the fetch. Wu jj973b,c] scaled

the reference height of U -measurement in such a way that the fetch is taken

into account. Then the wind drag coëfficiënt C can be derived frora (Wu

[1969a]):

1 1 , / 91 \
(4.10)

with the value of z in the Froude number F (Eq. (4.9)) proposed by Wu [J97f] :

z = 7.35 K 10"7 Re 2 / 3 m for Re < 5 H 10 1 0

10z - 10 m for Re > 5 s 10s

and the fetch Reynolds number Re defined by:
s

(4.12)

s

U (z)L

On a wavy surface the total surface drift u can be split up into two contri-

butions: the directly wind-induced surface drift u , and the wave-induced
s,dw

Stokes current u (Wu Q975c]). Both contributions are dependent on fetch.
In laboratory tanks generally u is about 10% or less of the total sur-

s} wav e
face drift u , but u ia a large contribution to u in field conditions.s s,wave ö s
(See also the difference of T , T and TTÏ as mentioned on page 9.)

Experimentally is found (Wu |j973b]):

w

uQ . a, 0.53 U (4.13)
s , dw "° w*

for the surface drift without Stokes transport.

From Equations (4.13), (4.10) and (4.11) the surface drift can be calculated

in dependence of the fetch. The results are shown in Figure 5 (Wu jj975b~|).

Then, by scaling the reference height z of the wind velocity measuremeut on

the fetch, the total surface drift is almost independent of the fetch and is

about 3.5% of the wind velocity at large fetch.

4.5 Shear stress (x ,. T ) measurements
O S

Several quite different methods exist to derive, experimentally, the shear
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stress T or T (see also DHL Q974aj).

With this method the vertical velocity profile of the air flow adjacent to the

water surface is measured. Then,from Equation (4.1) the shear stress velocity

U is known and from the definition (4.3) the shear stress x is derived.

In exactly the same way the measurement on the water flow profile leads to

the shear stress T .
s

Ë Ê ^ I H E JïïëÈÏ!0. S*

The phenomenon of inclination of the water surface of an enclosed system under

influence of wind is treated extensively in Section 5.2.

In case of a rectangular closed channel the wind set-up satisfies:

s

where hthe local water depth. For more difficult bathymetry the set-up shear

stress relation is difficult to derive. Moreover, the reliability of surface

inclination measurements is rather low because of the small value of the in-

clination proper and because of necessary correction terms in case of surface

waves.

- eddy^correlation method

With this method the covariance u'w' is measured directly with u' and w' the

turbulent velocity fluctuations of two perpendicular velocity components.

By definition

and

T Q = pa Ü M F (4.15)

x = p u'w1 (4.16)
s

assuming constant values of T in the region of the logarithmic velocity pro-

file.



Sorae other methods to derive the shear stress at the water surface are des-

cribed by Pond [l973J:

According to the Monin-Obukhov similarity (Eq. (3.6)) the wind velocity pro-

file measurement can be replaced by the measurement of the temperature pro-

file and the humidity profile.
9U

Energy balance raethods describe the balance of mechanic production -ÏÏTWr -*-^
ö z

and the molecular dissipation E,. • E _,. can be measured. Another energy

balance method takes into account the radiation and conduction of heat to

and from the atmosphere.

With the geostropic wind method the Coriolis force plays an important role.

Wieringa p973] applied the wind profile method, the wind set-up method and

the eddy correlation method on the same lake. The results are:

eddy correlation method;

CD(z = 10 m) = 0.0007 U°'
3(10) for 5 < U < 15 m/s (4.17)

wind set-up:

CD % 0.0024 for 6 < U < 12 m/s (4.18)

wind profile: for U up to 10 ra/s good agreement with the eddy correlation

method. Deviations above U % 10 m/s.
w

The results are shown in Figure 6. The discrepancy of the eddy correla-

tion results and the wind set-up results may indicate the false assumption
of t . , - T .air layer o

Hsu [J974] compiled 1000 log-linear wind profile measurements over the sea. The

results for (nearly) neutral stratification conditions are:

and

CD(z = 10 m) = 0.00122

z = 0.01 m
o
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5 Wind influence on one-ditnensional (lD-vertical) water system

In this chapter the influence of wind in an open or closed water system

is treated irrespective of the shape of walls and bottom. Then, the •

water system is supposed to be otie-dimensional (in vertical direction) with

only a restriction in the longitudinal direction (parallel to the wind direc

tion) in case of a closed system.

5.1 Vertical water velocity profile

The wind-induced shear stress T on the water surface causes a drift velocity
s

at the very water surface of about 3.5% of the wind velocity at an altitude

of 10 m:

ug ifc 0.035 U U0) (5.1)

The internal shear stress T(Z) causes a decreasing drift velocity to greater

depths in the surface layer. Near the water surface (boundary layer) the drift

velocity satisfies (see also Eqs. 4.2 and 4.3):

u
= - — (5.2)

KZ

with ,—

s-vr (5-3>
In these equations T(Z) is supposed to be equal to T in the surface layer.

s

Similar to the treatment of the wind velocity profile (see Section 4.1) inte-

gratïon of Equation (5.2) leads to

u(z) -u - - ^ l n f - (5.4)

In the above mentioned equations the water surface is supposed to be smooth

without waves.

Measurements of Wu Q975c] in a flutne (depth 1.5 m) show logarithmic velocity

profiles near (but not immediately below) the water surface down to the lowest

Hieasurements of 0.8 m below surface. However, immediately below the water
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surface the current varies linearly with depth. Figure 8a shows the linear

profile just below the water surface for various wind velocities» and Figure

8b shows the surface current u as obtained by extrapolating the curves of
3

Figure 8a. Figures 8c, d show the velocity profile (in terms of (u(z) - u ))
s

more below the surface in the logarithmic velocity profile range.

In a closed basin the drift flow generates a counter flow because of conti-

nuity. Generally the system of drift flow and counter flow is a three-dimen-

sional circulation because of the three-dimensional geometry of the basin.

Moreover, the Coriolis force has opposite directions (side-wards) for drift

flow and counter flow. In the following the water circulation is supposed to

be two-dimensional (vertical) as an approximation of the flow in a not too

large closed channel.

For the stationary case in a two-dimensional basin the vertical integral of

the velocity profile is zero. Figure 7a shows soine experimental and theore-

tical two-dimensional velocity profiles. For a laininar flow the velocity u(z)

satisfies (see DHL £i974aQ):

s
1) - 2<£+ 1) (5.6)

The same profile is applicable for a turbulent flow with e is constant over

the whole depth. Some characteristic points of the Equation (5.6) profile

are:

u = 0 at z =< 1/3 h

umax a l u s at z - 2/3 h

with z = 0 at the water surface,

However, generally the flow is neither laminar nor has a constant vertical

diffusion coëfficiënt e . Obviously the measured velocity profile of Baines

and Knapp Q965] differ very much from the profile of Equation (5.6), Baines

and Knapp's profile are in good agreeraent with a theoretical calculation of

Reid Q957]. Reid makes use of mixing lengths derived from a e -profile as

shown in Figure 7b. e has the largest value in the centre part of the flow,
z

diminishes to a small value at the surface and to zero at the bottom. Then,
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the momentum exchange in the central part is large, and smaller near the sur-

face and near the bottom, resulting in a jet at the surface and a jet at the

bottom. Reid's solution is independent of the Reynolds number Re (also Baines

and Knapp's measurements seem to be independent on Re), but one of the para-

meters is the shear stress ratio T /T, . This ratio is essentially 2 in laminar
S D

flows but is often taken to be

T /T, £ 10

for turbulent flows.

In small basins the circulation often shows an even more obvious surface and

bottom flow with a slow homogeneous velocity in the centre part, This is

caused by too small a fetch so that the surface and bottom boundary layers

do not overlap.

5.2 Wind set-up of water surface and interface

Water_surface

Ekman Q923J treated the inclination of the water surface of a deep-closed sea

under influence of wind. However, it turns out that Ekman's theory is doubt-

ful for deep oceans, but reliable with small, shallow seas (Weiander (j 957]),

with a depth H of the same order of magnitude as the depth of frictional

resistance D;

/2eT
(5.7)

f is the Coriolis parameter. Ekman took account of the Coriolis force.

However, in this section the Coriolis force will be neglected, which is per-

mitted in basins of small lateral dimensions.

The wind influence on the water surface of a small basin with rectangular

cross-section has been studied by Hellstrom Q94Q- The inclination of the

water surface satisfiesi

3x gph p l d J

(A correction term - —— •?— can be added in Equation (5.8) to take into account
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the static air pressure p. Another correction term is described by Ursell

Q956] and Sheradin 0973^ to correct laboratory measurements in shallow

models, but negligible in field circumstances.)

To apply Equation (5,8) to a basin with variable depth and width 7— can be
dx

approximated by substitution of a depth h equal to the averaged value of h

over the cross-section (at x) perpendicular to the wind direction.

Keulegan's [J95f[ flume measurements gave,for a smooth water surf ace:

f = 3 . 3 « 1 0 - 6 ^ (5.9)

where S= the set-up between two points of separationa (in the wind direction)

The proportional constant in Equation (5.9) depends on the measuring height

of U . For a wavy water surface another terra must be added (see Keulegan's

paper or DHL Jj 974a]).

In a closed two-layer basin the water surface as well as the interface are

inclined by influence of wind. A scheme of such a systera has been given in

Figure 9.

Chatou JJ961J derived the governing expressions for a closed two~dimensional

two-layer circulation, subjected to the following assuraptions.

- U is uniform, theri T is constant and homogeneous and the circulation is

two-dimensional

- hydrostatic pressure exisfcs

- density difference p. - p is small (index s refers to surface and surface

layer, index i to interface and lower layer)

- static equilibrium is considered.

The derived expressions for the inclination of surface and interface are (no-

tation as in Figure 9):

dAh t - T. j
= (5

dAh. p
1 Ms

dx p. - p
1 s

Ah - Ah.
s 1
hs

dAh xb - Ti j

-dT+lT^ Ah7 (5'll)
SI . 1
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where x and x, are positive and x. is negative.
S D X

Consequences of Equations (5.10) and (5.11) are:

dAh Ah - Ah.s si-— T — > 0 as long as = > -1dx 6 h

dAh. Ah.
• — j — < 0 as long as r — > -1dx e h.

(5.12)

(5.13)

The right-hand side inequalities of (5.12) and (5.13) mean that the lower

layer does not reach the water surface and the upper layer does not reach the

bottom respectively. Moreover:

dAh. P.

3. - p
1 S

dAh
(5.14)

From Equation (5.10) and (5.11) can be derived that

dAhc P," " Pc
(5.15)

The total set-ups Ah . of the free surface and Ah. of the interface,
s,tot i,tot

on the whole length of the basin can be determined by integration of Equation

(5.15) and application of Equation (5.10) and Equation (5.11):

Ah t _ T - T,
S,tOt _ _B 1

P: " Pc p s g h
s s

Ti hs + hi , Tb

P8«*a ' hT psg

with x +a
o

hT
Ia

x

(5.16)

(5.17)

(5.18)

Note 1. Neglecting T, and T, with respect to T the wind drag coëfficiënt G

can be determined from Equation (5.16).

Note 2. Atmospheric pressure differences can be taken into account by

K Ahs

where p = the pressure difference with a reference pressure.
Si
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Ex£eriraÊnts_on_interfacial_set-ug

Hellström Q953[] concluded to the empirical relation:

0.037 aU1*8

where s = the slope of the interface, a is a constant between 1 and 1.5, and

Ap is the density difference between the homogeneous upper layer and the

lower layer just below the interface,

Wu |j975a] studied in a laboratory flume,the wind set-up on a system of a

mixed upper layer, interface and stratified lower layer. The slope of the

interface statisfies:

s - 5.4 K lö"4 Ri"1 (5.20)

with Ri defined to be

gAphp
Ri <

u# is determined by fitting the velocity profile just below the water surface

to the logarithmic profile.

Wu Q977] shows the Equations (5.19) and (5.20) to be almost identical.

5.3 (Internal) Seiche

Wind set-up in a closed basin and a titae-varying wind cause oscillations on

the free surface and on interfaces. A special type of oscillation is a

standing surface wave or standing internal wave with the largest wave length

in the considered basin. Those waves are called seiches and internal seiches,

with only one node in the middle of the basin.

Sirnple seiches occur in a rectangular basin with a. suddenly decreasing wind.

The period of the surface seiche is

t - — (5.21)
s

and the internal seiche on the interface of a two-layer system:
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t.
2L (5.22)

where L and h are the length and depth of the basin, h and h, are the layer
o -L

depths and Ap = the density difference of the layers. Length and depths

satisfy L » h + h. .J s i

In complex systems the oscillations are more complicated by standing waves

of higher order, lateral seiches, internal waves, friction forces, Coriolis

forces and so on.

Seiches in a three-layer system in a rectangular basin have been described

by Longuet-Higgins ]j952].

The most extensive field measurements in stratified lakes have been made by

Mortimer [1952a, b, 1953], In large lakes the Coriolis effect is important.

Then, the maximum period of an (internal) seiche is half a pendulum day (pen-

dulum day = -r day with $ = the latitude).

Linear theory describes a sine-shaped seiche. Non-linear theory concludes to

a seiche with a steep front, in agreement with observations (Thorpe Q974]).

5.4 Mixing of surface layer by wind (no heat exchange)

Kinetic^and__22£eBtïSi_ËïiÊESZi-.^^ssiEÊ£:'-on of_kinetic energy_

Wind induces kinetic energy in the water surface by the shear stress T .

A large part of the energy is used to generate waves, the other part to generate

drift currents. In turn, waves and drift currents induce turbulent eddies. In

a stratified system the turbulent eddies cause mixing of the upper layer. The

depth h of the mixed upper layer increases, while the increase of the poten-
s

tial energy is given by:

- E JL
At " " At

<Ati Ap\
- g(h
/

Ahs)
/h + Ah \

2

Ah
(5,23)

where Ap = the density difference between the upper layer and the part of the

lower layer mixed up in the upper layer in the time interval At.

The kinetic energy induced by wind on a smooth surface is

At
T u
s s

(5.24)
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per unit surface and per unit time.

The deepening of the surface layer is not only a balance of the kinetic energy

E, and the potential energy E . Most of the kinetic energy is converted into
P

heat by viscous dissipation, in experiments the ratio AE /AE, can be of the
-2 -3 r -i PK

order of 10 or 10 (Wit |1973a|). Generally,with increasing h more kinetic
s

energy is dlssipated before reaching the interface.

The wind-induced kinetic energy (in the form of turbulent eddies) partly

reaches the interface and deepens the mixed surface layer. The deepening process

is called entrainment with the entrainment velocity w (see also Section 3.2).

Many laboratory investigations have been done to study the phenomena of tur-

bulent mixing and entrainment in stratified systems. Reviews have been given

by Turner Q973] and DHL Q974cj, while more recent experiments have been

carried out by Linden {j 975] and Kant ha et al [j 977] .

The overall shear Richardson number Ri#, defined by

(5,25)

seems to be an important parameter to the entrainment in a layered system

(u„j = /FTp" by def inition) . In a theoretical model Tennekes Jj973] makes

acceptable the dependence of w on a Richardson number.

However, several experimental investigations show different reaults on the

w -Ri relation.
e *

Kato and Phillips Q 969] investigate the entrainment in a layered system in

a cylindric tank with a mechanically entrained water surface. They found

w = 2.5 ^ - (5.26)
e Rie Ri#

Experiment of Wu Q 973] and DHL [j974d] in rectangular tanks with wind re-

sulted in: <

u
w - 0.234 ̂ - (5.27)
e i^-i^

Ottesen-Hansen Jj974] suggested the discrepancy of Equation (5.32) and (5.33)

by a factor of 10 to be caused by an incompletely developed turbulence in the

latter experiments.
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The experiments mentioned show the proportionality (see the definition of Ri ,

Equation (5.31)):

w ^ u? (5.28)
e *

However, Phillips' [1966] similarity considerations, as well as the early

stage of the Kato and Phillips experiment result in:

w ^ u«, (5.29)

Moreover, Ottesen-Hansen [1975] derived a theoretical expression for the

entrainment velocity itnmediately after the loading of the wind shear stress

on a two-layer system

w = 0.2 IL (5.30)
e *

The problem of the right w -u# proportionality seems to be a question of

which of the forces actually are balanced in the specific stratified system.

The various relevant phenomena are: surface shear stress, wall stress, acce-

leration of the surface layer, pressure forces, Coriolis forces, buoyancy and

viscous dissipation.

Kato and Phillips [1969] and Turner [1973] gave a physical explanation of

the w ^ u# proportionality by suggesting a balance between the increase of

potential energy (buoyancy), viscous dissipation and input of kinetic energy

(surface shear stress).

Nihoul [1972] gave several notes to these estimates as the result of the

investigation of the global energy budget of the turbulent region, One of

his remarks is that the balance of (Ek - E,,gs) and E is only possible if

the Brunt-Vaisala frequency N is large (meaning N ranging from 1 to 10 as

is generally the case in laboratory experiments. However, in oceans

N ~ 10 ). Nihoul shows that in the early stage of a laboratory experiment

as well as in the normal situation in the ocean E, and E,. are balanced.

Buoyancy and Coriolis force influence the process after h has reached some
s

critical value. This critical value is reached soon in laboratory experiments.

So in the initial stage Equation (5.29) applies, after some time the

entrainment satisfies the relation (5.28). Equation (5.30), wg = 0.2 u# has
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been derived theoretically by Ottesen-Hansen £or the entrainment velocity in

the early stage of a two-layer experiment.

Ottesen-Hansen approximated (also theoretically) an expression for the

deepening of the surface flow of an homogeneous system immediately after the

loading of the wind:

w « 0.267 u, (5.31)
e *

Ottesen-Hansen's Equations (5.30) and (5.31) indicate a sotnewhat slower

deepening (in the early stage) for the stratified system. However, a weak

point of these equations is the non-continuous transition from (5.30) to

(5.31) in case of Ri -*• 0.

The two Equations (5.30) and (5.31) apply to the period immediately after

starting the wind force. Then, the Coriolis force and the pressure force due

to wind set-up are negligible. After some time, the initial rate of deepening

may be neglected and, in a not too large two-layered lake, there may be a

balance of pressure force (wind set-up) and shear stress T :
s

T . dh
_ _ 5 . B g ^ P h s ( 5 < 3 2 )

p s p s dx

With some approximations (e.g. uniform density in the upper layer, certain

e -profile) and making use of an experimental value of an energy dissipation

length scale Ottesen-Hansen derived:

w = 2.36 ~- (5.33)
e Ki^

in agreement with the experiments of Kato and Phillips (Eq. (5.26)).

Ottesen-Hansen suggests as general formula for the entrainment rate:

w • ° - 2 % (5.34)
e / 1 + 0.0064

obtained by data-fitting with the experimental results of Kato and Phillips,

Lofquist [1960] and Mortimer [1952]. Moreover the Equation (5.34) is chosen

because for Ri with large values, the Equations (5.26) and (5.33) are found.

Equation (5.34) and the experimental results are given in Figure 10.

The most recent laboratory experiments of Kantha, Phillips and Azad Q977J

lead to the conclusion that w /u<, has no simple power-law dependence on Ri#

over the range studied. The formula w /u„ <= ftRi^) equals we/uH|( ^ Rim on

the range 90 < Ri# < 400.
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Summing up the theoretical and experimental results on entrainment rate due

to wind in a layered system there an initial stage exists (balance of T and

E . ) with w ^ u^, and after some time (influence of buoyancy, wind set-up

Coriolis effect) with w ^ u^. In laboratory experiments the initial stage

is very short. In ocean circumstances with weak stratification Nihoul's energy

consideration suggests an initial stage up to a depth of the upper layer h
s

comparable to the Ekman depth û /fi.

Final remarks on E. , E , E,.
k p__̂  diss

Generally, a "global" energy model is used in the energy balance of the en-

trainment process. That means that the energy equation of the upper layer has

been integrated over the depth of the upper layer.

Nihoul [_1972j has solved the energy equations for the initial stage of an

initially linearly stratified system by taking into account the exact density

distribution in the upper layer. The results of this "local" model, Figure llb,

show the mean density profile in the "mixed" turbulent layer. Figure lla is

the approximation of the density profile in the global model.

Influence of shear velocitjj_on_entrainment

In most entrainment experiments the wind-induced kinetic energy has been di-

vided into turbulent motions, shear flow and surface waves. For instance, in

Kato and Phillips' experiments a shear flow near the surface as well as tur-

bulent eddies have been induced. Then, the following question arises: does it

make any difference to the deepening process whether the turbulence at the

interface is originated directly at the surface, or is originated by shear

stress in the upper layer?

Linden £l974] consciously separated the sources of turbulent eddies. In his

experiments he generated turbulent eddies in the upper layer by an oscillating

grid, and measured the proportionality:

0.18C+0.02) ( 5 > 3 5 )

s

in agreement with Thorpe's corresponding experiments. The close agreement give

some evidence to the assumption that in systems with no mean shear flow the

turbulence decays with distance from the grid. The rate of decay appoints the

exponent of t in Equation (5.35).

The relation between turbulent energy at the surface and turbulent energy at

the interface as measured by Thompson and Turner Ql 975] to be a power law
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(dependent on h ) for all grld experiments, relates

h ^ t2/15 (5.36)
s

so not too much different from Equation (5.35).

The assumption of Niiler (in his description of the deepening of the upper

layer of the ocean) the turbulent energy at the interface to be a constant

fraction of the kinetic energy generated at the surface, independent of the

h , concludes tos

h ^ t 1 ' 2

s

The experiments of Kato and Phillips (as mentioned before in Equation 5.26),

with shear flow in the upper layer, lead to

h <\i t1/3 (5.37)
s

Then the conclusion is that the way of generation of the turbulent eddies at

the interface (with or without shear) is important to the deepening process

of the upper layer. It is not quite clear how exactly the transport of turbu-

lence from the surface to the interface takes place.

The influence of shear on the interfacial mixing has also been discussed by

Long |j975] . Long concludes that w ^ Ri where Ri is expressed in terras of

the velocity and length characteristic of the turbulence near_the_interface.

But the intensity of the turbulence near the interface decreases with Ri#

(expressed in terms of stirring rate and upper layer depth) when shear is absent.

5.5 Wind influence on thermal stratification

Many deep lakes are thermally stratified in the summer season, while shallow

lakes can be stratified in special periods in summer, dependent on meteoro-

logical circumstances.

The annual stratification cycle of a deep lake may be described shortly in

the following way:

In spring increasing sun radiation causes a warm surface layer, while this

surface layer may be mixed quite homogeneously by turbulence. In lakes tur-

bulence is mainly caused by wind. (The mixed upper layer is called the

epilimnion, and it is separated from the hypolimnion by a shallow layer with

large density gradiënt, called the thermocline, see Figure 13.) The depth of

epilimnion as well as the density jump at the thermocline increase during
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sutnmer. In autumn the density jump decreases due to less sun radiation, while

the epiliranion depth h still increases by enhanced wind influence. Reaching
s

the bottom, the stratification is neutralized.

5.5.1 Physical phenomena important to thermal stratification

Several phenomena are important to the occurrence of thermal stratification

and to the specific temperature profile;

a.

The net heat transport across the air-water interface, per square meter and

per second, is called the heat flux q. Contributanta to q are the radiation

and conduction from air to water, radiation and conduction from the water to

the air, and evaporation (loss of evaporation heat).

Turbulent eddies are caused by surface waves and shear flows. In lakes both

are generated mainly by wind. Then,the turbulence is generated mainly near

the water surface and extends to deeper parts of the water system. The turbu-

lent mixing decreases temperature differences in the water, however, the tur-

bulent diffusion coëfficiënt itself is strongly dependent on density differ-

ences (see Section 3.2, Equations (3.8) and (3.9)).

(Note: Some authors (e.g. Myer [1969]) state the vertical heat exchange in the

epilimnion to be caused mainly by Langmuir oscillations. However to the des-

cription of the thermal stratification on not too small a scale the mixing

effect of the Langmuir oscillations can be incorporated in turbulent diffu-

sion. )

c. Entrainment

Water from the (stagnant) hypolimnion is entrained by the flowing (wind-in-

duced flow) turbulent epilimnion. The high degree of turbulence mixes the

entrained water over the whole upper layer.

d. Vertical_advection

Vertical transport of heat may occur by inlets or outlets of water (e.g.

rivers, cooling-water outlets and inlets).
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The various phenomena b, c, d have a different order of importance to the

description of thermal stratification in different water basins. Turbulent

diffusion, entrainment and vertical advection all are small in case of a

sheltered lake, while turbulent diffusion is important to a lake with some

flows. Entrainment has the priority in a basin exposed to wind, while vertical

advection is important to a sheltered storage lake.

For Dutch circumstances, especially turbulent diffusion and entrainment seem

to be important in addition to the heat flux.

5.5.2 Heat flux q

There are quite different methods to describe the heat flux q. Dake and

Harleman Q96S-Q stated q (heat absorption) to be a function of depth. For

Dutch circumstances (troubled water) the assumption of heat exchange at the

water surface is expected to be reasonable. In all cases several empirical

relations are necessary to transform the meteorological parameters (tempera-

ture, humidity, wind velocity, degree of cloudiness) to the heat flux q,

averaged over a time interval.

In case of a negative net heat flux an unstable stratification is found be-

cause the density of the cool surface layer is larger than the density of

the adjacent layer. Then.mixing Cakes place by vertical circulations. In stra-

tification models this effect can be introduced by taking an infinite vertical

diffusion coëfficiënt (e = °°) in case of 9p/3z < 0.
z

5.5.3 Qualitative description of heat balance

The influence of heat flux, turbulent diffusion, entrainment and vertical ad-

vection on thermal stratification will be described in this section in a short

and qualitative manner:

The surface layer of the water system is heated by a positive net heat flux

q, giving rise to a stable stratification. This stable stratification may be

(partly) broken down by turbulence. Then,a fraction of the turbulent kinetic

energy is used to increase the potential energy, the other part is converted

into heat by viscous dissipation.

Setting up the energy balance equations (kinetic energy Ek> potential energy

E and dissipated energy E,. ) it may turn out that mixing can occur only

in an upper layer of restricted depth. Then, the warm homogeneous epilimnion

is separated from the cold hypolimnion by a layer with large temperature gra-

diënt.
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Once a thermocline exists, increasing influence of wind may deliver enough

kinetic energy to reach the thermocline and to decrease the hypoliranion by

entrainraent. Assuming a net heat flux to the water system and a deereasing

wind influence the mixing capacity diminishes, raising the thermocline to a

higher level. Then,the stratification structure of the hypolimnion (consisting

of old thermocline) is preserved, except for some erosion by molecular diffu-

sion and slight turbulence.

By vertical advection (e.g. selective withdrawal or discharge) the thermocline

may be moved upwards or downwards.

All stratification models are energy balance models. Wind shear stress, radia-

tion and mixing deliver kinetic energy, heat and potential energy, respectively,

In a stationary process the kinetic energy is transformed to potential energy

(mixing of the upper layer and the entrained fluid of the lower layer) and

heat (viscous dissipation); in non-stationary processes the generation of

flows also takes up part of the wind energy.

One of the problems of stratification models is how to describe the mixing

process at the interface (the erosion of the hypolimnion). A criterion for

erosion may be to suppose an unstable state at the interface, meaning the

whole range of local Richardson numbers with Ri < 1. The Richardson number

has a more definite value with the approximation that erosion takes place in

such a way that the state at the interface is just stable (or just instable),

then Ri ia of the order of 1.

5.5.4 Stratification models

Several investigators have developed models to describe thermal stratification

in different circumstances. Not all models include descriptions of heat flux,

turbulent diffusion, entrainment as well as vertical advection, and the

descriptions originate from different approximations:

- Sundaram and Rehm [1973] take into account heat flux and turbulent diffusion.

The turbulent diffusion coëfficiënt in vertical direction £z as a function

of location (z) and time (t) is deduced from the Rossby-Montgomery relation:

£ = e (] + CRI)"1 (5.38)
z z,o

where a = a semi-empirical constant. Ri(z,t) must be determined. However,

the stratification with Equation (5.38) can be described only in case
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of weak, stable stratification. To describe a stratified system with a

pronounced thenrtocline specific assumptions are made concerning the value

of ez.

- Spalding and Svensson p 976] also treated the one-dimensional stratification

process with heat flux and turbulent diffusion. They set up four differen-

tial equations to describe the turbulence model. Including two equations

of motion and a heat energy equation seven differential equations must then

be solved.

- The stratification models of Kraus and Turner (Turner and Kraus Q967],

Kraus and Turner Q97l]), Harleman et al (Dake and Harleman [1969], Ryan

and Harleman Q 97 ij , Harleman and Hurley Octavio [j 977]) and Verhagen and

Kok (Verhagen Jj974j, Kok Q976] , Kok D977D) describe the wind influence

on stratification by the entrainment process. In these models the produc-

tion of potential energy by heat flux is compared to the production of

kinetic energy by wind stress. The thermocline is maintained at the position

of balance of both energy productions. With increasing production of kinetic

energy the depth of the epilimnion h increases by entrainment while de-
s

creasing kinetic energy restricts the homogeneous mixing to the upper part

of the epilimnion. In the latter case the lower part becomes a part of the

hypolitnnion.

- Darbyshire and Edwards Q972] derived an empirical expression h as a func-

tion of wind velocity, sun radiation and temperature difference of air and

water. The formula satisfies the case of rising as well as falling thermo-

cline,

For Dutch circumstances with important influence of wind, the stratification

models including entrainment are the most suitable. Hereinafter a description

will be given of the stratification as a function of time, as given by one

of the models including entrainment:

Stratification_model_of_Verhagen_andMKok

The thermal profile of an epilitnnion-thermocline-hypolimnion system includes:

- The depth of the epilimnion h
s

- the temperature of the homogeneous epilimnion Tg
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- the temperature jump at the thermocline (T - T (z = h ))

- the temperature profile of the hypolimnion.

The former three parameters are described in the model of Verhagen and Kok

by Equations (5.39), (5.40) and (5.41).

(5-39>

p

where:

T = Cnp U
2

o D a w

c <l + 2

vX /pX

a = thermal expansion coëfficiënt

c = specific heat of water

c = a constant

In Equation (5.39) the term T u, is the kinetic energy delivered by the wind

on the water surface. gaqn /c is the work to be done by the kinetic energy
s P j dhg 9h

A ( 3t
P j d g

to mix the heat flux over the whole upper layer. At last j êAphg (•£•£—
 +

is the increase of potential energy by mixing a part of the hypolimnion in

the epilimnion.

(Kote: c is the ratio of total kinetic energy delivered by the wind at the

interface and the part of the kinetic energy that supports the entrainraent

process at the interface. Assuming the criterion Ri ~ 1 then ce = 1(in other

models the dissipation of kinetic energy ^diss is sontetimes written explicitly).

In Equation (5.39) c is a constant independent of h , supposing a constant

fraction of the wind-induced kinetic energy to contribute to the mixing pro-

cess. As stated already in Section 5,4 this suppoaition does not agree with

the measurements of Linden [1974] showing a hg-dependent fraction.)

Equation (5,39) describes the position and the movement of the thermocline,

influenced by heat flux q and wind stress T. The temperature of the epilim-

nion T is expressed by
3

3h

where T = the temperature of the hypolimnion just below the thermocline. The

influence of vertical diffusion on the temperature profile T (z) of the
Si

hypolimnion is given by:
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3T (z) 32T (z)

The solution of the differential equations needs the boundary conditions:

8T (z = h )

dz

and

T (z » h ) = T
a s' s

The latter boundary conditions are replaced by:

(Z = 0)
pc e
K p

e — — s = q
p z 9z H

in case of a stagnant situation with h = 0 and u # = 0,

The stratification model of Verhagen and Kok has been applied successfully to

the Oostvoornse Meer (Lake Oostvoorn, DHL JJ976CJ). The meteorological condi-

tions have been transformed to daily averaged values in the calculations.

Notes

- According to Equation (5.39) and the definitions of T and u# the depth of

the epilimnion satisfies

, n „3h ^ üs w

Averaging the weather conditions on a certain t_ime interval the proportio-
-3 3

nality is expected to be h ^ U and not h ^ U because there is no directJ r s w s w
coupling of h and U . The h - U relation exists through the wind-inducedr ° s w s w
flow currents, while those currents satisfy u ^ U .

f— -i s 1/2
- Prom Equation (5.39) it can be derived (see Verhagen (J978J) that -gr— ̂  t

in case of an increasing wind or decreasing heat flux (compared to the

equilibrium state before).

- h cannot exceed the depth of frictional resistance (Ekman layer). This is
s
important to ocean currents where the Coriolis force cannot be ignored.
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6 Wind influence on current pattern in 2D and 3D water system

6.1 Introduction

The air-water momentum exchange influences the current pattern in the water

system. In au initially stagnant system wind drift currents are generated.

Those currents at least have components in the wind direction. In enclosed

system the principle of continuity provides a system of wind drift flows and

counter flows, called wind drift circulation.

The wind drift circulation in a basin is subjected to several influences, e.g.:

- wind velocity and wind direction

- geometry of coasts and bottom

- horizontal density differences

- vertical density differences (stratification)

- Coriolis effect

- atmospherical pressure differences

- inlets and outlets.

The wind drift circulations may be considered to be two~dimensional in sim-

plified models. In case of a closed channel the circulation is two-dimensional

in a vertical sense, while in a shallow basin the circulation is about hori-

zontal.

Horizontal wind drift circulations can be generated by several sources:

~ Inhomogeneous wind field. The drift current is in the direction of the wind

in strong wind regions, while the counter flow is in the regions with

weaker wind.

- Coriolis effect. The Coriolis forces have opposite directions for drift

flow and counter flow, introducing a horizontal shift.

- Inhomogeneous depth. The drift current occurs in the shallow regions, the

return flow in the deep regions. The shift is caused by the inclination of

the water surface (wind set-up) that must balance on each location with the

shear stresses over the whole depth. The inclination itself has a value be-

longing to the averaged depth. Then the inclination is too large in shallow

regions (and balances only with the shear stress in case of a too strong

drift current) and too small in deep regions (balance in case of too strong

return flow).

In this explanation the shear stress profile is supposed to be linear froia

surface to bottom.
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- Inhomogeneous x - U relation. The x - U relation is dependent on theow ow r

temperature of the water surface. Then an inhomogeneous temperature field

causes an inhomogeneous shear stress field (see also Section

Coriolis_effect_and_the_Ekman_sgiral

The earth rotation causes a (seeming) force to the right-hand side on a cur~

rent on the Northern hemisphere. The Coriolis force causes an angle a (typi-
s

cal order of magnitude 30 ) between the wind direction U and the wind-gen-
- * • w

erated surface current u . Due to viscosity the current velocity extends to
s

lower layers while decreasing in magnitude. In the first instance viscosity

generates a current in the lower layer in the same direction, but the Coriolis

force increases a (angle between U and the local current u). The decreasing

u and increasing et (going ffom the water surface to deeper layers) is called

the Ekman spiral,

6.2 Hydraulic and mathematical models

In principle drift circulations may be studied with mathematical models as well

as with hydraulic models. However, the study of complicated circulations in an

hydraulic model with a real bathymetry is rather unattractive because of the great

expenses to build in the model in a wind flume. Moreover, in large or strati-

fied basins the Coriolis effect cannot be neglected forcing a rotating model

(measurements on a rotating model of Lake Superior have been carried out in

a wind flume by Lien and Hoopes Q977]])-

For those reasons hydraulic models are restricted to study successfully the

principles of wind drift circulations in simplified basins (rectangular or

cylindrical basin). Considerations on the modelling of wind drift circulations

have been given by Hecker and Yale p973] and Shemdin Q 973j).

Generally the prediction of wind drift circulations in basins is based on

mathematical models. In turn the mathematical models are composed of

several phenomena, based on simple model experiments. In very simple open

systems (e.g. rectangular infinite channel) a one-dimensional model can be

applied. To other circulations two-dimensional (either in horizontal or in

vertical sense) or three-dimensional mathematical models are necessary.



6.3 Frequently applied simplifications

As mentioned in Section 6,1 many phenomena influence the circulation pat-

tern. However, it shall be necessary to make some simplifications in the cal-

culations or in the experimental model. The following list sums up the sim-

plif ications that are often or soraetimes applied in literature:

Geometrical_sim£lifications

- Atmospheric pressure differences can be neglected in systems with not too

large horizontal dimensions. In Dutch circumstancesj the dimensions of

lakes and basins do not exceed the order of 10 kilometers. Thensneglection

is surely possible.

- The wind field over the lake is often supposed to be homogeneous.

- Horizontal density differences are often neglected. Sometimes the vertical

stratification is simplified by considering a two-layer system with homo-

geneous layers and density difference Ap.

- Coastal and bottom shape is often simplified by a rectangular or cylindrical

basin with either a homogeneous depth or a very simplified depth profile.

- In lakes currents due to inlets or outlets often are small compared to the

influence of wind. Then>these current may be considered to occur only

around the inlet and outlet.

Mathematical_sinj2lif ications

- Wind and wind drift currents are mostly assumed to be stationary. Generally

the assumption of the stationary state is not very realistic because in a

lake the stationary state appears after some days (see Liggett and Lee

[1971]).
- A hydrostatical pressure is supposed generally because the vertical veloci-

ties are small compared to the horizontal flow velocities, Then TT- and •*•*-

are independent of depth.

- The Coriolis effect is negligible in shallow lakes with depth h small as

compared to the depth of frictional resistance D, given by:

-1/2
D = 7.6 U (sin <t>)w

where <p = the latitude. D is dependent on U , so the Coriolis effect has the

most (relatively speaking) influence with weak wind. Moreover the effect of the
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Coriolis force depends on the width of the basin. Because of the Coriolis

force the flow follows a trajectory with radius of curvature

u
r - ?

-4 -1
The Coriolis parameter f is of the order of 10 s (at not too small

latitude). Mortimer [j952] states the rotation effects of the Coriolis

force to be significant to basins with width larger than 5r, while the

rotation is dominant in basins with widths larger than 20r.

- Usual simplifications in the calculation of circulations are the neglect

of non-linear terms in the equations of motion. The neglect is very reason-

able in case of a small Rossby number Ro = u/fL (meaning a small ratio of

inertial and rotational forces; L - length scale) (Liggett and Lee [l97l]).

- The horizontal eddy viscosity (with coefficients e and £ ) is often
u,x u,y

neglected. Generally the eddy viscosity is only important to the circulation

patttern in the coastal zone where the horizontal velocity gradiënt perpen-

dicular to the wall is large. Then a large diffusion coëfficiënt tries to

make the currents more homogeneous.

The vertical diffusion is important to the surface and bottom shear layers

but in some cases (in deep lakes) the vertical diffusion is neglected at the

bottom (or at the interface). Then,the friction constant k equals 0.

6.4 Mathematical description

The principal equations are (averaged over the turbulent fluctuations) (see

also DHL Q976a]):

+ —_ + —- = o (mcompressibility) (6.1)

•R— + TT— (UU) + TT— (UV) + -Z— (UW) - fV + Tf~ - TT— \E TT~} ~

3t 3x 3y 3z p 3x 3x u,x 3x
3 f 3u-i 3 r 3u-i - ,r - \

" "Sy U u , y W " "3̂ " u,z "3T1 = U ^-l)

8v S , w 3 , w 3 , , , f ,1 3p 8 r 3v-,
ït + 3Ï (vu) + Ty Cvv) + lï (vw) + fu + p; 3? - 3£ {£u,x 37} "

3y tEu,y Sy1 9z ieu,z 3z^ U ^' J ;



1_ (UI) + 1 _ CvI) + 1 _ W) |_ {STX | Ï } |_ {£ïy ,

- i L { Ü!£> - o (6 6)
8z z 9z

p = po + Ap(T,c) (6.7)

Equation (6.2) reduces t o :

- f v + i _ | E - 6 £-£- 0 (6.8)
po 3x u,z 9 z2

r\ r\ i\

in case of neglect of non-linear terms Gr- (uu), -pr— (uv) and -~— (UW)),
dx dy dz

neglect of horizontal diffusion (e v = £ - 0), and when considering
a stationary state Gr- = 0). Equation (6.8) is called an Ekman equation, with

at

the characteristic property of neglected lateral shear (e = 0). Ekman equa-

tions are frequently applied to ocean and great lakes.

Por the determinations of boundary conditions for the solution of the differ-

ential equations one is referred to DHL Q976a]. Usual boundary conditions are

the statement of no heat and concentration flux across solid walls as well as

the no-slip condition (u = v •» w = 0) at walls and bottom. The boundary con-

dition concerning the wind shear stress may often be simplified to

T ,.
O _ £U
p u,z 3z

where U and wind drift velocity are parallel to the x-direction. Moreover

special approximations may be made to the boundary conditions concerning

bottom and interfacial shear stress, and the density at the bottom, surface

and interface.

The equations for mass transport in the horizontal directions x and y come
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about by integration of the momentum Equations (6.2) and (6.3) in vertical

direction over the whole depth. The boundary condition is a zero component of

mass transport perpendicuXar to the wall. Then the equations can be drafted

to describe the wind drift circulation in a two-dimensional (horizontal)

framework. Neglecting the non-linear terms:

x
 J. u o? j-w o,x . b,x x . x „
+ gh Te-2- - fM — + — * — + e — T — + e —=— = 0B 3x y p p u,x gx2 u,y 3y2

3M i{r T T, 3 M 32M

p p u,x 9x2 u,y

ar 3M 8M

3t 3x 3y

is the deviation of the water surface compared to the mean position. The

Itt]

by:

components of masa transport in directions x and y, viz. M and M are defined

-h , ~h

fM ast udz M aa vdzx J y
o o

The bottom shear stress T, and T, is sometimes written by

T, B kpM
b,x K x

where k - a friction constant (dimensionless).

In literature the stream function ip defined by

def 3^
x 9y

M
y tfx

is frequently used.

The stream function ̂  is very illustrative by drawing stream lines with TJJ is

constant.

6.5 Calculation on simplified basius. Homogeneous and two-layer aystem

In this section the effect of several phenomena and parameters on the wind

drift circulation in a homogeneous as well as a stratified basin shall be shown

adstructed by some calculations and experiments given in the literature.
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The calculations of Hamblin Q969] and Liggett and Lee Q 97 Q are very schema-

tically by the choice of the basin (round basin andan infinite water system,

respectively) and by the choice of stratification (homogeneous two-layer

system). Moreover, the circulations are supposed to be stationary.

Calculations of Hamblin Q 969]

Hamblin carried out calculations for a circular basin, with homogeneous depth

as well as with a depth varying parabolically from a low value at the coast up

to 70 m in the middle. The model represents a schematized Lake Erie. The cal-

culations are very illustrative because the influences of variable depth,

stationary wind, hydraulic forcing (in the model a combination of oppositely

located inlet and outlet) and diffusion coefficients have been surveyed on an

homogeneous system and a two-layer system. The result is shown in Figures 14,

15 and 16.

To describe the homogeneous situation, Hamblin uses the Equations (6.1), (6.2)

and (6-3). The calculation model is two-dimensional (in horizontal sense) in-

dicating depth-integrated Equations (6.2) and (6.3). Non-linear terms and

time-dependent terms are omitted. The boundary conditions are:

at solid walls: u = v = w = 0

, r- o,x 3u o,y 3v
at the surf ace i -1— <= £ Tv— , - — — - £ TT~

p u,z dz p u,z 9z

The shear stress at the bottom T, must be known because of the vertical inte-
b

gration of the two differential equations. T, can be derived from the Ekman

solution (see Hamblin1s original publication).

Figures 14, 15 and 16 show the calculation results with the aid of stream

functions (see Section 6.4) integrated vertically.

Figure 14a. Homogeneous h; To = 0; hydraulic forcing (inlet + outlet system);

e = e - 103 m 2/s; e - 10~2 m2/s.
u,x u,y u,z

The result is a rather homogeneous flow field.

Figure 14b. As 14a, except parabolic h (0 -> 70 m ) .

Strong coastal currents occur on both sides, with gyres on the

right-hand side of the inlet and on. the left of the outlet. The

asymmetrical situation is caused by a somewhat stronger flow along

the right coast by the Coriolis effect. In case of a deeper basin

(h - 0 •> 200 m) these gyres disappear.
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Figure He, d. As 14b, except e =10 and e = 10 m /s respectively.
u,xy u,xy * J

The horizontal diffusion coefficients now have unrealistically
large values,but it is remarkable to note a crossing lateral

3
flow instead of two gyres. Actually, changing e frora 10

4 2 u> x v

to 10 m /s, a change of balance occurs between the geostropic

forces (inclination of water surface) and friction forces.
5 2

At increasing e up to 10 m /s (see Figure 14d) the flow

is very homogeneous with much correspondence to Figure !4a.

Figure 14e. Parabolic h; T =10 ra /s; T = 0; no hydraulic forcing;
3 2°*x —2 2°'^

e = 10 m /s, e = 10 m /s.
u,xy ' u,z

A depth-integrated transport in the middle of the basin in a

direction of 80 to the right of the wind stress is indicated

(Coriolis effect), with a shore-ward return flow. In case of

h = 0 •+ 200 m (see Hamblin) the transport direction has been

shifted to 100 with wind stress,while the transports proper

becorae smaller.

Figure 14f. As 14e, except for hydraulic forcing.

The wind effect dominates the hydraulic circulation.
- 2 - 2

Increasing e =10 -> 3.10 keeps the hydraulic circulation
tl ̂  Z

rather unchanged, but now the wind drift currents forra an angle

of only 40° with the wind direction, while the intensity has

been decreased to 65 percent

Figure 15a, b. As 14b and 14f respectively.

The vertical velocity components of hydraulic circulation and
wind drift current are very small (the units used in the figure

—4
are 10 m/s). The vertical vi

up-welling and down^welling.

—4
are 10 m/s). The vertical velocities cause the phenomena of

The two-layer system consists of two homogeneous layers with shear stress at

the interface. To solve the differential equations of both layers the boundary

conditions of the homogeneous system are completed by the boundary conditions

of continuous velocities and shear stress across the interface.

Some assumptions are h « h, (depth of upper layer much smaller than depth
S D

of lower layer), the upper layer reaches the bottom nowhere, no mass exchange
across the interface, and the local value of h can be calculated assuming

s
the lower layer to be at rest, Concerning the other assumptions the reader is re-

ferred to Hamblin Q 9 6£I'
The phenomena to be calculated are:
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- h (xy), local depth of upper layer
s

- upper layer circulation

- lower layer circulation.

With the initial quantities to be
—2 2

h g = 15 tn , e u = 1 0 ra / s ( in both l a y e r s )

Ap - 2 kg/m3 and T '- 0.14 * 10~4 m2/s

the results are:

Figure 15c, d, e. The figures show the local depths (in ra) of the upper layer

in case of

- hydraulic flow (Figure 15c)

- wind flow (Figure 15d)
-4 2

- combined effect (with T = 0.19 H 10 m /s) (Figure 15e).

Figure 16a, b, c. The lower layer circulations have been given in the cases

of hydraulic force, wind force and combined effect.

Figure 16d, e, f. The figures show the upper layer circulations (with
-4 2

T = 0.14 H 10 ra /s) for the cases of hydraulic flow,
wind drift circulation and combined effect.

The preceeding calculations have been carried out in the order:

- h (xy) has been calculated with a supposed stagnant lower layer.
s

The driving forces are the hydraulic force and wind force.

- With known position of the interface the shear stress at the interface can

be calculated, leading to the deterraination of the lower layer circulation.

- Uith known lower layer circulation the pressure forces in the lower layer

can be derived,leading to the deterraination of the upper layer circulation.

Gedney_ et al. JJ972] have carried out calculations very similar to the survey

of Hamblin. However, Gedney's siraplified model consists of a rectangular basin

of homogeneous depth.

Calculations of Liggett and Lee [j97f]

The calculations of Liggett and Lee are very illustrative as well. The model

consists of a two-layer system with two homogeneous layers. Bottom and wall

influences and horizontal diffusion have been neglected. A stationary state

has been considered, and the non-linear terms of the momentum equatuions have

been omitted (small Rossby number, see Section 6.3).
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For both layers the following equations are given:

- vk = - pk 3x
 £u,k

1 pk
f,, _ _ i £
\ p k 3y

 £u,k

9x 9y 3z

where k = 1 and 2 for upper and lower layer respectively. Liggett and Lee solve

the equations to determine the horizontal current velocities and the inclina-

tions of the free surface and the interface. A sensitivity survey has been

carried out to know the influence of several parameters, The standard values

of

f

S

TX

y
j

Pl

the

- 1

= 9

= 0

= 0

surveyed system are
n-4 -1O s p„ =

.8 m/s

.1 N/m2

= 997.77 kg/m3

eu.

h

hs

il

,2 =
s

GS

999.97 kg/m3

0.004 m2/s

0.004 m /s

80 m (total

18 m (upper

water

layer

depth)

depth)

Figure 17a shows the inclinations of free surface and thermocline (interface)

as a function of h . The inclinations are indicated with v- and ̂ _A as the

deviations of the raean position. Obviously the set-up of the interface is much

larger.

The inclinations as a function of Ap have been given in Figure 17b. There is

nearly no Ap-dependence on Ah , but a large influence on Ah,.
S 1

Figure 17c shows the inclination as functions of the eddy viscosity. Along

the horizontal axis, the viscosity parameter K has been given defined by:

K. *** ƒ TT 1/2
u,l P2£u,2:)

Figure 18a gives the vector velocities in the epilitnnion (upper layer) as a

function of h . The flow velocties have been given on z = 0 (free surface),
1 s 6

z = - •=• h .... ,z =»-•=• h , z=;-h (thermocline). The velocity increases with
7 s 7 s s

increasing h (assuming equal wind stress) while the Ekman spiral (see Sec-

tion 6.1) is more complete.
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Figure 18b shows the vector velocities in the epilimnion as a function of e .

Decreaaing e increases the velocities with more complete spirals.

Figure 19a and 19b give again the (scalar) velocities in the epilimnion

(and adjacent part of the hypolimnion) as functions of h and e respec-

tively. Current speed as determined by Verber [1975] is shown in Figure 19c.

Liggett and Lee doubt the quantitative accuracy of the preceeding results

because of the numerical approximations and the assumption of the stationary

state. In real lakes the stationary case occurs only after a few days.

6.6 Bottom and wall influences

Current_natterns_near_the^coast

Two direct influences of the coast on wind drift currents exist:

- an onshore wind directed perpendicular to the coast causes the wind set-

up of the water surface, with a surface current directed to the coast and a

return bottom current

- in addition a wind not exactly perpendicular to the coast causes a current

along the coast.

The former phenomenon (wind set-up) has been treated in Section 5.2.

The current direction and current velocity of the latter phenomenon (coastal

current) have been surveyed experimentally and theoretically by Murray {j 975].

Figure 20 shows the results of the calculations (numerical solutions of the

differential equations, including Coriolis terms and an onshore-offshore

surface slope) to determine the vertical velocity profile of an unstratified

system in the vicinity of a coast. The current velocity as well as the current

direction have been given, assuming the wind reaches the coast with the angle

of incidence of 60 .

Murray derived some relations for the parallel and perpendicular component of

the near-shore current as a function of wind velocity, wind direction (as com-

pared to coastal direction), eddy viscosity, water depth (assuming flat

bottom), latitude (in relation to Coriolis effect) and surface and bottom

friction.

The conclusion of the calculations is that the current direction is less de-

pendent on wind direction and wind force, the direction is almost along the
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coast. The current velocity is more dependent on the wind direction than on

wind velocity, The drift current velocity perpendicular to the coast is

directed to the coast near the water surface, and direction from the coast

near the bottom, all in case of onshore wind.

Cu r r ent _p_a 11 e rns _ in_c oas t al -bo und ed _sy_ s t em

The coast influences the wind drift currents giving rise to a long-shore

current as well as a system of onshore and offshore currents. Then in a basin

the wind-induced currents cause a complex three-dimensional circulation

with horizontal (gyres) as well as vertical velocity gradients.

Some consequences of the presence of walls on the wind-induced circulation can

be obtained from the experiments of Bembaron Q 975^• The wind is flowing over

a cylindrical basin (flat bottom) with variable depth. Often a 120 circle

sector has been blocked in varying positions to the wind direction. The com-

bined system of gyres and'flows and back-flows form a complex three-dimen-

sional circulation. Figure 21a, b show two examples of the experiments, indi-

cating the influence of wind velocity on the circulation pattern.

Birchfield Q971] surveyed mathematically the po.rtioning of the horizontal mass

transport between the Ekman layer transport (drift because of wind stress on

the water surface) and geostrophic transport (gradiënt current because of the

surface inclination caused by wind set-up in a closed system). Another question

is how the surface drift transport normal to a coast is returned to the in-

terior of the basin. Birchfield's mathematical model is a rectangular basin

with homogeneous depth. The stationary state has been consïdered, and the tur-

bulence was *treated in a simple way (e and e being constant).
ujXy u, z

It turns out that,down-welling occurs on the coast to the right of the wind

stress and up-welling on the left coast while the return flow occurs as a

geostrophic interior flow across the basin to the up-welling coast.

According to Birchfield the rectangular shape of the basin can be quite sim-

ple changed, mathematically, to a smooth, continuous coast. Also the stationary

state can be easily changed to the non-stationary case. However, the uniform

depth cannot be removed as easily.

Current gatterns with bottom2_and_wall_influence

Bennett Pi974] theoretically calculated the large-scale circulations in a lake
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induced by a storm, with special interest to the relative iraportance of topo-

graphy, earth rotation, friction and stratification. The state is non-station-

ary. Bennett's model is two-dimensional (in vertical sense) with no variations

parallel to the coast. A cross-section of the model is given in Figure 22a,

modelled after Lake Ontario. Some simplifications are a two-layer system

of two homogeneous layers, no friction on bottom and interface, neglect of

all non-linear terms.and a uniform wind field.

Figure 22b shows the•long-shore current velocities (averaged over the upper

and lower layer) and the position of the therraocline. In this example the
2

.wind has blown during 1.1 day with x =0.1 N/m . In the calculation Ap - 0

has been substituted. The result is an only narrow zone of coastal current

and up-welling. (The result of a set-up of the thermocline up to 40 m in case

of a depth at the coast of only 20 m show the invalidity of the linearization.)

Figure 22c gives the situation with Ap/p = 1.25 » 10 and a uniform depth

up to the coast (in contrast to Figure 22a).

Figure 22d shows the combined result of the topography of Figure 22a with the

Ap of Figure 22c. Finally Figure 22e shows the situation of 22d with halved

Ap and Figure 22f the situation of 22b with doubled bottom slope.

(In Figure 22 the wind is always parallel to the coast, so perpendicular to

the cross section of Figure 22a.)

Bennett calculated,analytically, the preceeding results.Using a numerical model

he cr,itically surveyed the linearization and the friction neglected bef ore.

Starting with the cross section of Figure 23a and a temperature stratification

of Figure 23b the drift current generated by a wind has been calculated (with
2

T =0.1 N/m ) blowing during 1.1 day and then suddenly falling back to zero.

° 2
The vertical eddy viscosity is assumed to be e (z) ~ 0.0! m /s with the water

2 u*z

surface decreasing exponentially to 0.001 m /s at a depth of 100 m, while the
latter value is valid over the whole depth in the absence of wind. The hori-

2
zontal eddy viscosity is 1 m /s.

The deepening of the upper layer has been calculated according to the empirical

relation of Kato and Phillips [l969]:

wheret = the time variable in the period of blowing wind, u# • /T /p (% 0.01 m/s)

and N = the buoyancy frequency.

Figures 23c, d, show the transports parallel to the coast according to the

linearized numerical model of a two-layer system, with wind parallel to the
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coast and blowing during 1.1 day (10 s).

Also the long-shore component of bottom stress dependent on time has

been calculated, as compared to the shear stress T at the water surface.
o

The results for the homogeneous system and the two-layer system are given

in Figure 23e and 23 f.

Pigure 24 represents the complete picture of coastal currents and vertical flow

velocities for homogeneous as well as stratified systems, all with a long-

shore wind during 10 s.

Bennett's expectation of his two-dimensional model is that generally (at least

applied to the American Great Lakes) it can explain not only the magnitude of

wind-driven flows but many of the qualitative features of it as well.

Some. other calculations of wind-driven flows influenced by the coastal and

bottom contours have been carried out by Simons Q971a, 1971b, 1972] for

Lake Ontario, and by Shkudova and Kovalev Q969] for the Aral Sea. The latter

survey considers only the stationary case.

The results of Lake Ontario have been published as vertically integrated flow

velocities. Obvious horizontal circulations are shown.

The results of the Aral Sea have been published as flow velocities on several

depths. The circulations are clearly three-dimensional with flows and back-

flows.

In the former survey the Coriolis effect has been taken into account;

in the calculations on the shallow Aral Sea it was not.

6.7 Influence of horizontal density gradiënt

Horizontal density gradients are caused generally by temperature or salinity

differences.

Collecting the large-scale circulation pattern of 40 lakes and bays on the

Northern hemisphere Emery and Csanady p973] give an explanation of the fact

that all circulations (except one) are counter-clockwiae. The wind-driven

warm upper layer of the lake is moved to the right coast by the Goriolis force,

while at the left-hand up-welling may occur. Then,generallyjthe water at the

right-hand side is warmer than on the left side. Considering the effect des-

er ibed by Roll Q965[] that T strongly depends on the air-water temperature

difference (with a stable stratification of the lower air layer in case of an

air temperature some degrees higher than the water, suppressing the turbulence

in the layer), a temperature gradiënt causes a T -gradiënt. Especially in the
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summer season the teraperature stratification will cause a horizontal tempera-

ture gradiënt by the corabined effect of wind force and Coriolis force.

Emery and Csanady give an example of a horizontal temperature difference of

1 C generating differences in T of a factor 3. Applied to the Great Lakes

the generated circulation has a tangential velocity of 3.6 cm/s after a period

of 8 hours (see also Csanady |j972]).

Generally the temperature dependence of T is not taken into account in the

literature. This is justified in shallow lakes where the Coriolis effect can be

ignored.

Brongersma and Groen JJ969J and Groen Q97f] calculated (two-dimensional,

vertlcal) flow generated by the combined effect of an horizontal density gra-

diënt and a counter-acting wind force. It turns out that wind-driven current

dominates in shallow regions, density circulations dominating in deep regions.

A critical depth h . can be derived from:r ent

A scheme has been given in Figure 25, including the definïtion of D.

Density currents due to horizontal temperature gradiënt are very important

near cooling-water outlets. However, Uzzell and Özisik Q977] mathematically

demonstrated the horizontal gradiënt may be important to the three-dimensional

circulation velocities in the whole cooling-pond.

6.8 Influence of eddy viscosity

It may be expected that the value of the eddy viscosity in several directions

is important to the wind-driven circulations.

Csanady Q963, 1964] measured some values of the eddy viscosity in the Great

Lakes to be of the order of
o

e = 0.2 m /s (x parallel to wind direction)
u,x 2
e = 0.04 m /s
u,y 2
e « 0.0003 to 0.003 m /s
u,z 2
Bengtsson Q973] measured in Swedish lakes (5 to 25 km ):
e % 0.03 m2/s
ux

u»y
£ n

u , z

g o
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where h » the depth of the epilimnion.s
The values of e may be considered to be averaged over the depth; generally

UjZ
the e -profile is very inhomogeneous.\x y z
In case of small values of e the wind-driven flows are concentrated in the

u,z

surface layer and are strongly influenced by the Coriolis effect.

The partitioning of the flow over the epilimnion and hypoliiraiion depends on

the choice of the eddy viscosities in both layers and on the interface.

Figure 26 (Bengtsson JJ9731) shows the velocity profiles for the following
situations:

- the eddy viscosity of the epilimnion and the hypolimnion both are propor-

tional to the depth of the relevant layer (curve a)

- the eddy viscosity of the epilimnion is 4 times the value of the hypolim-

nion (curve b)

- thermocline acts as the bottom (curve c)

- stress of the thermocline is small (curve d + e)

- stress of the thermocline is zero (curve d + f).

6.9 Special phenomena

Generally the wind field is expected to be stationary during one or two intervals.

Then in case of two intervals the wind either starts at t = 0 or falls to zero.

Pedlosky Q 967J surveyed the effect of a fluctuating wind (sine wave) with a

period corresponding to one of the resonance frequencies of the water basin.

(The model is a schematized ocean model with Rossby resonance frequencies of

the order of a few days.) The generated flow field consists of a fluctuating

response and a stationary circulation, The current velocities of the stationary

circulation are two orders of magnitude larger than the current velocities of

the circulation due to a stationary wind field with the same amplitude. For

special cases some attention to this may be desirable.

Belyaev (j^Cl investigated the effect of an inhomogeneous wind field and a

non-stationary wind field on the wind drift circulation. It is very remark-

able that the time scale of the inhomogenity is important to the wind drift

velocities in a deep basin while the space scale is rather unimportant. The
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contrary situation occurs in case of a shallow basin.

Interfacial^oscillations

Oscillations on the thermocline have not been treated in this report except

for the simple case of the one-dimensional internal seiche (Section 5.3).

Csanady Q972b, 1975] pointed out that several remarkable phenomena in the

American Great Lakes are due to oscillations on the thermocline; the oscilla-

tions proper are caused by temporal wind influence. The phenomena are among

others Keivin waves, Poincaré waves, coastal jets, more complex internal

seiches.
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7 Summary and conclusions

This report reviews the physical phenomena concerning the influence of

wind on the velocity field and temperature field of water basins. The basins

treated are either homogeneous or stratified.

Velocity field in. homogeneous basins

Because the wind force acts only directly on the water surface the wind-induced

flow field is inhomogeneous in vertical direction. In special cases the hori-

zontal flow field may be considered homogeneous.

Many experiments exist on the vertical velocity profile. Well-defined

theoretical velocity profiles are possible only in case of laminar currents.

In turbulent flow the turbulence model considered influences the calculated

profile. Empirically the vertical velocity profile has a logarithmic shape

near the surface and near, the bottom. In the central part of the flow the

shape strongly depends on the turbulence in the (stratified) flow.

Surface waves are less important to the actual value of the wind-generated

surface drift velocity. However, the surface waves are important to the total

shear stress at the water surface; the increased turbulence level in case of

waves leads to a slower decrease of flow velocity down from the surface.

The wind drift velocity at the surface u can be stated:

u % 0.035 U
S IJ W

however, with U to be measured at an altitude dependent on the wind velocity
w

and fetch (L). Calculating u in this way, the proportionality constant 0.035
s

is practically independent on wind velocity and fetch.

The wind-induced shear stress at the water surface is the direct source of the

vertical flow velocity profile, the inclination of the water surface in an

enclosed system (wind set-up), and the. turbulence near the surface. By means

of the direct relations (in the case of very simplified systems like a

rectangular tank) between T and the phenomena mentioned, T can be determined
s s

from measurements on the velocity profile, wind set-up and eddy correlation.

Velocity^ field_in_stratified_basins

The wind-induced currents generate turbulence and entrainment that influence
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the position (depth) of the interface.

The turbulent mass exchange is reduced by a vertical density gradiënt. Often,

the reduction is described by the empirical Munk-Anderson relation (for non-

tidal systems), however, the spread of the experiraental results is large.

Also direction measureirtents have been made on e as a function of wind ve-
u,z

locity and stratification.

Many experiments have been done to derive the relation between stratification

and entrainment velocity w . (The stratification has been quantified by the

"local" or "overall" Richardson number.) A unique w - Ri relation has not

been found but the relation seems to depend on the way turbulence is gen-

erated in the turbulent layer (e.g. by a stirring grid, or by applying a

shear stress at the water surface).

The shear stress T causes the inclination of the surface, and the interface
s

as well. The inclination of the interface can be calculated for the simple

case of a rectangular basin.

In a thermal stratified basin the wind causes a well-mixed upper layer. At

increasing wind a deepening of the upper layer takes place by entrainment.

However, in case of sufficient (solar) radiation from the atmosphere to the

water, stratification may appear again in the mixed upper layer.

In case of no heat exchange with the atmosphere the deepening of the mixed

upper layer is a matter of balance between the kinetic energy E, (generated

at the surface), the increase of the potential energy AE by entrainment,

and the viscous dissipation of the kinetic energy E, on the way from the

surf ace down to the interface. Experitnentally the ratio (E, - E,) /E, is of

the order of 10 to 10 , with E, dependent on several parameters (e.g. depth

of the upper layer, way of generating kinetic energy).

In field situations the water-atmosphere heat flux q must be taken into con-

sideration. Several empirical constants (not described in this report) are

necessary to determine the heat flux as a function of the atmospheric condi-

tions and the conditions of the water basin. The depth and the temperature of

the mixed upper layer depends on the balance of E, , E,, AE and q, and rela-
K & p

tion between these quantities may be derived, however, containing some con-

stants that raust be derived experimentally (especially the constant for the

energy dissipation).
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In field conditions a lot of factors influence the wind drift circulations e.g.

the wind velocity and wind direction, geometry and bathymetry, stratification

and Coriolis effect in case of extended, deep basins. Because the survey on

scale models is difficult and expensive, mathematical models are often used,

Then several simplifications are necessary. For instance, the geometry and

bathymetry of the basin, and the spatial and temporal wind field must be sche-

matized. Moreover, simplification in the momentum equations may be the con-

.sideration of a stationary system» neglect of Coriolis effect (for shallow

systems), neglect of non-linear term (in case of smooth variation of bottom-

and wall configuration).

The various phenomena induced by wind, are generally surveyed in highly simpli-

fied laboratory models. Then.one has the opportunity to survey only one or a

few phenomena together. Some feeling to the combined action of a few phenomena

can be obtained from calculations known frorn the literature. Then, the wind-

induced flows have been calculated depending on several relevant parameters,

for simplified basins (Section 6.5).
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